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BENEDICTIONS FOR Ms.
SAIRA SAID AHMAD (Late) AT
KEF’s HO AND INSTITUTIONS

T

he CEO of Kashmir Education
Foundation, Ms. Saira Said Ahmad, left
for her eternal abode on 13th September
2021 following a brief post- Covid illness.
She was laid to rest in her native place
near Banjosa, AJ&K. The funeral was
attended by KEF’s Trustee, staff and
students. Her passing away cast a spell of
gloom in all the KEF institutions and HO,
for she was the most favorite of all.
Students, faculty and staff prayed for her
and paid rich tributes during the morning
assembly. Qur’an Khwani was also
arranged and the day was mostly spent in
her remembrance. She was fondly known
as the “Iron Lady” of the KEF for her
passion for perfection, resolve to enforce
SOPs, being assertive and meticulous.

COMMEMORATION OF THE DEATH ANNIVERSARY OF
MAJ.GEN M. RAHIM KHAN (LATE)

T
Her passing away has been a great loss to
KEF. May Allah bless her soul and grant
patience and strength to her family to bear
the tragedy of her untimely departure.
Ameen!

he first death anniversary of Gen. Rahim

was observed solemnly on 30th September 2021
Commemoration notices were publish in leading
English and Urdu national dailies. Qurankhwani was held at KEF HO and all institutions.
Special dua was also held in all the Institutions
in the morning assembly during which rich tributes were paid to Gen. Rahim, highlighting his
efforts are achievements for KEF.
The Chairman KEF, along with Heads of
Institutions, Manager Finance KEF HO, faculty,
staff and students offered fateha and laid wreaths
on the General's grave at Rawalakot.
We thank all the friends and well-wishers of KEF
who sent messages of remembrance on this occasion. May Allah bless Gen. Rahim's soul and
grant him the highest place in Jannah. Aameen!
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INTERNATIONAL PEACE DAY – 21st
SEPTEMBER 2021 CELEBRATED AT
JOAN ATKINSON COLLEGE OF
TEACHERS EDUCTION

DEFENCE DAY – 6th SEPTEMBER 2021
CELEBRATION AT JOAN ATKINSON
COLLEGE OF TEACHERS EDUCATION

D

I

efence Day was celebrated by the trainees on

6th September, 2021. The Defence Day offers a
chance to show the love and support to our Armed
Forces and martyrs from all walks of life. The activities performed by the trainees show that the Defence
Day of Pakistan signifies passion and sacrifice, serving as a supreme cause to lay our lives for the sake of
our beloved homeland. As Pakistan is moving towards a path of progress, we shall always remember
supreme sacrifices of those who laid down their lives
for our prosperous tomorrow.

nternational Peace Day was celebrated by

the trainees on 21st September 2021. International Peace Day offers a chance to raise awareness about the importance of peace. The UN
General Assembly has devoted this day to
strengthening the ideals of peace, through observing 24 hours of non-violence and cease-fire.
The activities performed by the trainees
highlighted the fact that how to help everyone recover better, how to build resilience, and how to
transform our world into one that is more equal,
more just, equitable, inclusive, sustainable, and
healthier.

PEARL VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL (PVPS)
REOPENED - 6th SEPTEMBER 2021

P

earl Valley Public School, Rawalakot

(PVPS) reopened after a period of six weeks
lockdown for classes Prep -8th on 6th September
2021.Regular school activities have commenced
in all classes. However, the students attended the
school on alternate days with complete observance of SOPs to avoid any risk of infection.
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BANJOSA VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL (BVPS)

--

RESUMPTION OF OUTDOOR ASSEMBLIES AT BANJOSA VALLEY
PUBLIC SCHOOL, (BVPS)

INDOOR ASSEMBLIES AT
BANJOSA VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL (BVPS)

I

T

ndoor assemblies were conducted at

he dawn of the 1st of September 2021, saw the

BVPS during the trying conditions that have
come to exist as a result of global COVID-19
pandemic. The students with their colorful
cue cards and bubbling enthusiasm were a
testimony to the fact that nothing can subdue
the human spirit for learning and creativity.
These
class-based assemblies comprised
performances ranging from national
anthems and recitations to interesting fact files;
and were, primarily, display of a resolve by
the teachers and students both working in
conjunction to adapt the token school assemblies to what is now the new normal.

commencement of the outdoor assemblies at
BVPS. The Students presented skits, displaying how
normalcy is gradually returning to life at the campus.
The student’s dialogue delivery and potential made
the skits the highlight of these outdoor assemblies
and of their fellows’ days as well.
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